Investment, Capacity Utilization,and the Real Business Cycle
By JEREMY GREENWOOD, Zvi HERCOWITZ, AND GREGORY W. HUFFMAN*
This paper adopts Keynes' view that shocks to the marginal efficiency of investment are importantfor businessfluctuations, but incorporatesit in a neoclassical
framework with endogenous capacity utilization. Increases in the efficiency of
newly produced investment goods stimulate the formation of "new" capital and
more intensive utilization and accelerated depreciationof "old" capital. Theoretical and quantitative analysis suggests that the shocks and transmission mechanism studied here may be importantelements of business cycles.
In the real-business cycle models of the
type developed by Finn Kydland and Edward Prescott (1982), and John Long and
Charles Plosser (1983), the cycles are generated by exogenous shocks to the production
function. A stylized version of the main
mechanism working in these models can be
described as follows. Dynamic optimizing
behavior on the part of agents in the economy implies that both consumption and investment react positively to these direct
shocks to output. Since the marginal productivity of labor is directly affected, employment is also procyclical. The resulting capital
accumulation provides a channel of persistence, even if the technology shocks are
serially uncorrelated. Hence, these productivity shocks are able to generate, from a
neoclassical framework, co-movements of
macroeconomic variables and persistence of
fluctuations that conform to those typically
observed during business cycles.
In contrast with the mechanism described
above, where investment reacts to changes in
output, the present paper adopts John
Maynard Keynes' (1936) view that it is
shocks to the marginal efficiency of investment that are important for generating out-

put fluctuations. However, these shocks are
incorporated here in a neoclassical framework where the rate of capital utilization is
endogenous. In the present model, a positive
shock to the marginal efficiency of investment stimulates the formation of "new"
capital and the more intensive utilization
and accelerated depreciation of "old" capital.
The main operating characteristics of the
proposed model are analyzed in order to
gain an understanding of the transmission
mechanism of the shocks. Of particular theoretical interest are the qualitative characteristics of the pattern of co-movements and
persistence effects permissible in this framework Then, a quantitative analysis of the
model is performed to assess its ability to
mimic the observed pattern of postwar-U.S.
business cycle fluctuations. This is carried
out by constructing a parametrized version
of the model for which the exact joint probability distribution of the endogenous and
exogenous variables is numerically computed. Using this distribution, a set of
second moments for the artificial economy's variables-reflecting their co-movements and persistence-is computed and
compared with that characterizing U.S.
data.
Fluctuations in investment played a key
role in Keynes' view of the trade cycle. There,
shifts in the marginal efficiency of investment impact on investment, aggregate demand and therefore, given the disequilibrium in the labor market, employment
and output. The quintessential case of this
type is when there is an increase in the
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marginal efficiency of newly produced capital
that does not affect the productivity of the
capital stock already on line. When a shock
of this type occurs in a standard neoclassical
model, employment and output also tend to
rise, but the mechanism is very different. The
increase in the rate of return on investment
stimulates current labor effort and output
through an intertemporal substitution effect
on leisure. A potential problem with this
mechanism, as discussed by Robert Barro
and Robert King (1984), is that intertemporal substitution which induces individuals
to postpone leisure, also works to cut consumption. This effect would tend to make
consumption move countercyclically, which
contradicts the evidence. Labor productivity
would tend to move in the "wrong" direction, too. An expansion of labor effort, given
the fixed supply of capital in the short run,
causes labor's productivity to decline.
In contrast to the intertemporal substitution effect mentioned above, the transmission mechanism of the investment shocks
works in the present model through the optimal utilization of capital and its positive
effect on the marginal productivity of labor.
As will be seen, an important aspect of such
a change in labor productivity is that it
creates intratemporalsubstitution, away from
leisure and toward consumption, generating
procyclical effects on consumption and labor
effort. Additionally, average labor productivity responds procyclically to these shocks.
To sharpen the distinction between this
and the real business cycle models with direct shocks to the production function, no
shifts of the latter type are included. Therefore, given the quantities of capital and labor
input, current productivity shifts are endogenous in this framework. The shocks to investment are modeled as current technological changes that affect the productivity of
new capital goods only, leaving unchanged
the productivity of the existing capital. Because of a time-to-build delay, only the productivity of future capital is affected. This
type of technological change may be more
realistic than the current shock to productivity. Important technological improvements
of new productive capital seem to occur
quite often. As will be discussed, it is crucial
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for this model that the new technology does
not affect directly the productivity of the
existing capital stock.
A description of the environment characterizing the economy under study is given
in Section I. In Section II the representative
agent's optimization problem is cast. The
theoretical investigation of the model is carried out in Section III, and the quantitative
analysis in Section IV. Finally, concluding
remarks are offered in Section V.
I. The Economic Environment

Consider a perfectly competitive closed
economy populated by a very large number
of identical households and identical firms.
Aggregate output is given by the following
constant-returns-to-scale production function which differs from the standard neoclassical specification solely by the inclusion
of a variable rate of capital utilization
(1)

yt = F(kthtg It),

where y, is the output of the single good in
period t, k, is the capital stock (see below
for a discussion about its units) at the beginning of period t, h, is an index of the
period-t utilization rate of k,, and It is labor
input in this period. The variable h -which
for a given capital stock determines the flow
of capital services kth -represents the intensity of the use of capital, that is, the
speed of operation or the number of hours
per period the capital is used. An alternative
interpretation of h, is that while It represents the total labor employed, h, reflects
the portion of it used directly in production,
with the remainder being involved in maintenance activities. The nonnegative, constantreturns-to-scale function F satisfies F1, F2 >
0, F11,F22< 0, and F11F22- 2F1 = 0. A consequence of the constant-returns-to-scale assumption is that F12> 0, which implies
capital and labor services are complements
in the Edgeworth-Pareto sense. This feature
provides a positive link between capital utilization and labor productivity.'

'A special case would be one of fixed proportions
where, for a given k,, h, and l, should move together.
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The capital utilization decision involves
Keynes' notion of "user cost." That is, a
higher utilization rate causes a faster depreciation of the capital stock, either because
wear and tear increase with use or because
less time can be devoted to maintenance.2As
in the work of Paul Taubman and Maurice
Wilkinson, 1970; Guillermo Calvo, 1975;
John Merrick, 1984; and Zvi Hercowitz,
1986, this effect is modeled in the evolution
of the capital stock as
(2)

kt+i =kt[1 -8(hj)]+

it(1 +,Et)

where the nonnegative depreciation function
8 satisfies 0 < 8 < 19 8'> 09 '"> 0. Gross
investment, as corresponding to the national
income accounts, is it. Its contribution to the
production capacity in t +1, however, depends on the technological shift factor Et,
affecting the productivity of the new capital
goods. The productivity of the already installed capital stock k, is not directly affected
by the new technology. Correspondingly,
k?t+ is a measure of the future capital stock
in productivity units. (Similarly k, would
include past technological changes.)
Note that this technological disturbance is
very different from the usual technological
shock, attached to the production function,
used in the real business cycle models. By
substituting k,+1 into the production function corresponding to t + 1, it becomes clear
that Et works as a shift in the marginal
efficiency of capital produced in period t
which comes on line in t + 1. The length of
the basic period, which corresponds to the
time-to-build, is thought of as nontrivial, say
one year (see the discussion in Kydland and
Prescott, 1982).
The value of Et, which is realized at the
beginning of period t, is generated from
the stationary Markov distribution function
t(eD
defined on the domain Q = [E,E].
(-,1)

2Keynes said: "User cost constitutes the link between the present and the future. For in deciding his
scale of production an entrepreneur has to exercise a
choice between using up his equipment now or preserving it to be used later on..." (1936, pp. 69-70) [quoted
also by Taubman and Wilkinson, 1970].
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The assumption that Et is stationary implies
in the present framework, that the equilibrium capital stock will also be stationary.
The representative household in this economy maximizes expected lifetime utility as
given by

(3) Eo

E

Ut

0

t

<

8

<

19

_t = 0

where c, and It are the period-t flows of
consumption and labor effort, and / is the
discount factor.
The specific form of U adopted is
U(ct, It) = U(c, -G(IJ)

with U'> O, U" < O, G' > O, and G" > O, and
where U is assumed to be bounded from
above. This utility function satisfies the
standard properties U1 > O, 2 <0,U09 , U22
<O,U11 U22-U
> 0, and it implies that
the marginal rate of substitution between
consumption and labor effort depends on
the latter only:

E2 (Ct , 't)

That is, labor effort is determined independently of the intertemporal consumptionsavings choice, which is very convenient in
obtaining results from the model. As a consequence, the intertemporal substitution effect on labor effort, a central ingredient in
many macroeconomic models, is eliminated.
Rather than being a drawback, this implication of the utility function has the advantage
of emphasizing the alternative transmission
of investment shocks being studied here.
When analyzing fluctuations in labor effort,
this framework stresses shifts in the productivity of labor brought about by changes in
the optimal rate of capacity utilization, as
opposed to intertemporal substitution effects
stressed by others.
The description of the setup is completed
by the resource constraint
(4

AX

t=C

i,

II. The Representative Agent's
Optimization Problem

The decision making of consumer-workers
and firms in competitive equilibrium can be
summarized by the outcome of the following
"representative" agent's dynamic-programming problem
(5)

V(kt; Et)=

max

Robert Lucas, Edward Prescott, and Nancy
Stokey, 1985).
The solution to the above programming
problem is characterized by the following three efficiency conditions-in addition
to (6)
(7)

U'(c -G (I,))/(1 ? Et)
-

lU(ct, It)

f3fV1(kt?1; Et+1) dF(Et?iIet)

(c,, k,+ , h,t, It)L

13fV(kt+?;

+

e_t+?) d0(t+jjEt)

= |U'(c,+,-G(It+,))

9

subject to
(6)
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x [Fl(kt+lh

ct = F(kth t, It) -

t+ 1,

lt+l)ht+l

? (1- 8(h t+))/(I
I

t

I

t

x d ?D( -t+ll,-t)

-

x [I1- 8(ht)] ,

where the transition equation (6) is obtained
by substituting the production function (1)
and the capital evolution equation (2) into
the resource constraint (4).3'4 It can be
established that the value function V(.;-)
exists, is unique, increasing, concave, and
differentiable in its first argument (see

3The functions F( ),8( ), U(-), and G(-) are all
assumed to be twice continuously differentiable.
4Note that the capacity utilization variable, h, could
be eliminated from the above programming problem by
utilizing the production function defined by
cp(k,l,E)

=

max F(kh,l)+

k(I -(h))]

It is easy to establish that 0(.) is well-behaved in the
usual sense of being jointly concave in k and 1, etc. Of
interest is the fact that while a technological improvement increases the marginal product of labor, it decreases that of capital. Thus, E does not operate here in
the manner of standard Hicks or Harrod-neutral technological shock. Using this production function, equation (6) can be rewritten as
Ct = 0( kt

lt Et

which does not involve h,

k+1
(1?)'

+
Et+?J]

(8)

F1(ktht, it)

(9)

F2(ktht, It) = G'(1t).

= 8'(ht)/(1

+ E).

The first equation (7) is a standard optimality condition governing investment. The
left-hand side of this equation represents the
loss in current utility which is realized when
an extra unit of current investment is undertaken. The right-hand side portrays the discounted expected future utility obtained from
an extra unit of investment today. Note that
an increase in the investment technological
shift factor, (1 + Et), reduces the utility cost
of an extra unit of capital accumulation in
this period. This occurs because a given increase in expected future output can now be
obtained with a lower amount of current
investment.
The next equation (8) characterizes efficient capital utilization. It states that capital
should be utilized at the rate, hp, which sets
the marginal benefit of capital services equal
to the marginal user cost. The marginal user
cost of capital is made up of two components. Specifically, 8'(h ) represents the
marginal cost in terms of increased current
depreciation from utilizing capital at a higher
rate, while 1/(1 + Et) is the current replacement cost of old in terms of new capital.
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Finally, equation (9) sets the marginal product of labor equal to the marginal disutility
of working, measured in terms of consumption. Again, given the form of the utility
function adopted, the latter depends only
upon current labor effort, and thus is determined independently of the agent's intertemporal consumption-savings decision. The
advantage of this characteristic is that the
system of equations (6)-(9) is recursive in
the sense that (8) and (9) jointly determine
ht and 4, while then given these solutions
equation (7)-in conjunction with (6)-determines the intertemporal allocation, which
amounts here to specifying values for kt+?
and ct.

put would lead to a decline in labor productivity, given the fixed stock of capital in
place. Thus, investment and output would
move inversely with consumption and productivity in response to these shocks. (A
formal discussion of the above is provided in
the Appendix.)
Given the structure of the optimality conditions (7)-(9), the effect on the variables,
ht, It, yt, and productivity, can be calculated
from (8) and (9) only. Performing the standard comparative statics exercise on (8) and
(9) yields
(10)

d

1II. QualitativeAnalysisof the Model
An analysis of the effect of the technology
shift Et governing the marginal efficiency of
investment, on output, hours worked, capacity utilization, productivity, investment, and
consumption will now be undertaken. For
simplicity, the discussion in this section is
carried out under the assumption that the
disturbances are purely temporary-that is,
independently distributed over time, so that
I (Etc+llt? ) = ID(Et+l). This serves two purposes: first, it allows for clear results to be
obtained, and second, it emphasizes the main
characteristics of the model's propagation
mechanism.
A. Impact Effect of InvestmentShocks
The endogenous capital utilization is central to the model's ability to generate positive co-movement of investment, productivity, and consumption. In a neoclassical model
of the present type but with constant capital
utilization (and a general utility function),
shocks to the productivity of investment
would have different effects. A positive shock,
for example, would tend to generate intertemporal substitution, away from current
consumption and toward current investment
and future consumption. The higher return
on currently available resources would, at
the same time, operate to persuade individuals to postpone leisure. Additionally, the
resulting expansion in labor effort and out-
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S=[(1

(11)

d

)22
+

F12(t)

( t )-G

)2g(t)

> 0,

ktS (t)/

[(1 + Et)2 &(t)]

> 0,

with
Qi(t)

-Fl,(t)ktG"(t)-8"(t)
X [F22(t)

-

G"(t)/(1l

+ Et) >0,

where the sign restriction follows from the
concavity of F(.), and the convexity of 8(.)
and G(.).
The interpretation of these results is that
Et reduces the cost of capital utilization and
hence induces a higher h,. Since F12> O,
labor's marginal productivity increases, resulting in a higher level of employment.5
5A labor market interpretation of these results is the
following. Letting w, represent the period-t real wage,
equilibrium in the labor market for this period can be
characterized by the condition ld(k,h,, w,) = Ps(w,),
where the labor demand function ld(t) solves the equaand the labor supply
tion F2(k,h,, ld(k,h,,w,))=w,
function, PS(t), is given by PS = G'-1(wt). Clearly,increased capacity utilization induces a positive shift in
labor demand which necessitates equilibrating increases
in both the real wage and labor supply. By contrast, in
the conventional model with time-separable preferences
and with constant capacity utilization-see Barro and
King, 1984-the period-t labor market-clearing condition would be represented by an equation of the form
Id(k,, w,) = P(w,, rt, a,), where rt represents the known
period-t real interest-on one-period bonds maturing in
period t + 1-and a, agents' real wealth net of labor

Given that kt is predetermined,(10) and
(11) immediately imply a positive output
effect. The increasein capitalutilizationimplies that labor productivityalso rises.Using
(10) and (11) it is easy to establishthat the
marginalproductof laborF2(k,h,, 4t),moves
upward.Specifically,one finds
d2(t)0

and
dct
-

(13)

F2(t)ktFl2(t )8 (t)

de t

(l + Et)20(t

.

+
u

=
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U'(t)/(1 + Et)

./(~
(1 ( +

2

t)2f V11(t

1)
1)
+ d(I

[F12(t)k,3'(t)G"(t)I/
9(1+et)|
|(I+

-t)223(t)]

> O.

assumpGiven the constant-returns-to-scale
tion, the averageproductof labor, F(ktht,
t)/1t,

)

Vll(t+l)

d(

U (t) + ?(1+ et)2f VI,(t+ 1) d(j
><O.

also must rise.6

The impacteffectsof the investmentshock,
et, on next period'scapital stock, kt+1, and
currentconsumption,ct, are deducedby displacing the system of equations(6) and (7)
while making use of the first-orderconditions (8) and (9). The resultingexpressions
are
(12)

de,
- U'(t)

Note that these formulaspresumethat V(-)
is a twice continuously differentiableconcave function in k, whereasactually it can
only be shown that V(-) is continuously
differentiable and concave.7An argument
analogous to that used by Thomas Sargent
(1980) can be used to show, though, that
since V(-) is concave the sign restrictionsin
equations (12) and (13) continue to hold if
these expressions are suitably reinterpreted
as representingfinite differencesinstead of
derivatives.

W[u (t)+

--.

+ it

3(

+ E,t)2

Vll(t + 1) doj

u"(t)

U"(t) + fi(1 + et)2f Vll(t + 1) dIj
> 0,

income in this period. Here the impact of a shift in the
technology factor e, affects the current level of employment and the real wage via the intertemporal substitution effect on labor supply excerted by the induced shift
in the real interest rate, rt. (It should perhaps be emphasized that w,, rt, and at in equilibrium will all be
functions of the current state of the world.)
6This can be shown as follows. The marginal product
increases if and only if the capital to labor services
also increases, since F2(kth,, 1,) =
ratio, k,h,/l,,
This is relevant
F(k,h,/ll,1) - (k,ht/l,)Fl(k,h,/l,,1).
since the average product F(k,h,, 1,)/1, can be expressed as a strictly increasing function of k,h ,/l:
Therefore, average proF(k,h,, ,t)/l, = F(k,h,/l,,1).
ductivity also moves procyclically.

As can be seen from (12), the technology
shock, Et, has two effectson the period-t+ 1
capital stock. The first term illustratesthe
positive substitutioneffect that an increase
in the productivityof newlyproducedcapital
has on the period-t+1 capital stock. The
second term representsthe income effect associated with the shock, which is positive if
it > 0. A given desiredlevel for next period's
capital stock can now be obtained with a
lower level of currentinvestment.Consumption-smoothingagentswill utilizepart of this
savings in currentresourceutilizationto increase the future stock of capital.
Current consumptionis affectedin three
ways by a movementin t (compare(13)).
The second term, which is negative, il-

7The agent's choice set is convex since the production function p( k, 1, E) (see fn. 4) is concave. Therefore,
standard dynamic programming arguments establish the
concavity of the value function.
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lustratesthe intertemporal
substitutioneffect
associatedwith the improvedproductivityof
newly producedcapital.The increasein the
rate of returnon currentinvestmentoperates
to dissuadeconsumptionandpromotecapital
accumulation.The income effect associated
with this technologicalchange, which was
explainedabove, worksto raisecurrentconsumption and is representedby the third
term. The standard macroeconomicpresumption is that the intertemporalsubstitution effect generatedby such technological
shift will dominatethe incomeeffect,a situation ensuredif the initiallevel of investment
is small enough. The new element that the
present model introducesis the first term,
which has to do with the intratemporal
marginof substitutionbetweenconsumption
and leisure.This effectmay be interpretedas
follows. Since F12> 0 a higher utilization
rate increases the marginalproductivityof
labor, which representsthe opportunitycost
of current leisure in terms of consumption. This generates a substitution effect,
away from leisure and towardconsumption.
Hence, the presentmodelprovidesa channel
by which both consumptionand investment
can possibly react procycically.
Finally, the impact effect on gross investment, it, is given by
(14)

t

K

(2) governing the evolution of capital becomes
kt+l =1kt [1-

+ Et) + it(l + Et),

8(ht)](l

and the transitionequation(6) now becomes
k
Ct=F(ktht,

I t)-

+

t

+ kt [1- 8(ht)].

While the form of the efficiencyconditions
(7) and (9) characterizingthe optimalchoices
for kt+1 and It remainunchanged,equation
(8) specifying the optimal level for ht is
significantlyalteredto
F1(ktht, It) = 8 (ht)-

Since the productivityterm, et, no longer
enters the system of equations (8) and (9)
now, the positive effects of a technological
shift on ht, 4t, yt, and productivity,in addition to the procyclicaleffect on consumption, are all lost. This result obtains since it
not longer pays to depreciate "off" old
capital throughhigherlevels of utilization.
B. Dynamic Effects of Investment Shocks

Under the assumption made that Et is
serially uncorrelated, the only channel
throughwhich persistencecan be generated

1+

X
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dh

[dkt+1

I

-it+
d,Et

3'(t)kt

dE t

1
.

The first two terms loosely representopposite "substitution"and "income" type effects. If the initial it is relativelysmall, the
substitutioneffectwill clearlydominate.Here
there is another positive effect on gross investment coming from the additionaldepreciation term 8'(t)ktdht/deF.

The results obtained so far depend crucially upon the assumptionthat the technological shift pertainsonly to newlyproduced
capital goods. Suppose alternativelythat it
applies both to newly produced,it, and existing capital, [1 - 8(ht)Ikt. Then, equation

is kt+l,. In the standard paradigm, a higher
kt+1 implies more capital services, which

directly tends to prolong the initial effects.
In the presentmodel,wherethe utilizationis
endogenous, higher capital does not obviously mean higher capital services.Whether
there are prolonged output effects depends
on how kt+1 affectsdecisionsat t + 1, and in
particularly capacity utilization. Since the
state of the world has yet to materialize,the
goal here is to discernhow the increasein
currentcapital accumulation,inducedby the
technology shock, impacts on the means of
the distributionsof futureendogenousvariables.
From the optimalityconditions(8) and (9)
correspondingto period-t+ 1, it follows that
for any given realizationof the period-t+1
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technology shock
(15)

-Fll(t+l)ht+

=
kt+

x [F22(t + 1)-G"(t + 1)]
+ F12(t + 1)2ht+l }/s2(t

+ 1)

<0,
and
dlt+

S"(t + 1)F12(t+l)ht+]l]

(16)

(1?+ Et?1)u(t + 1) > 0,

with the signs of the above expressions following from the facts that 2, F12> 0, and F
is concave. The optimal rate of utilization
declines since the higher kt+l reduces the
marginal productivity of capital services
ceteris paribus. However, this is only a partial offsetting. The optimal flow of capital
services kt+ lht+?1 increases
d(kt+ht+l)

(17)

dkt+l
=

ht+1 + kt+1

=-ht+ ha18(t
xV[22(
[(1

+

t+
Et+l)Q(t

dht+?

+ 1)

1) -G"(t + 1)]/
+ 1)]

>0.

From (16) and (17) it follows that dy,?1/
dkt+l > 0, for any given value of et+1. The
effects will persist also beyond t + 1 because
from equation (7) and the first-order conditions (8) and (9) updated one period it transpires that
(18)

dkt+2
dkt+ I

> 0.

Finally, to see how the expected values of
the period-t +1 endogenous variables are
affected by a period-t technology shock note
that these variables are functions of the
period-t +1 state of the world-indeed this
fact has been already repeatedly usedso that one can write policy functions
of the form x
`2=x(k?1+,cE?i) for x=
h, 1, hk, and y. It immediately transpires that
?) dO()et+?1)from
Et[xt+ ] = JQX(kt+?, t+
which it follows that dEtjxt+,I/dkt+1=
Et[dxt+l/dkt+,]. Thus, by taking expected
values of the above expressions it obtains
that period-t +1 labor supply, capital services, output, and period-t +2 capital stock
all rise in expected value, while expected-t + 1
capital utilization falls. The effects persist
in similar fashion into the future periods,
t + 2,....
The preceding analysis of the impact and
dynamic effects of investment shocks was
carried out under the assumption that -t is
serially uncorrelated. The results about the
impact effects on ht, I, and hence on current output are unchanged if -t is not serially independent. Note that equations (8)
and (9), determining h, and 4, involve only
Et, and not its future values, and hence, for
these variables the serial correlation properties of Et are not relevant. However, it turns
out that if Et is serially correlated, then it is
not possible to sign dkt+l/dct unambiguously anymore.
The analysis carried out so far has shown
that, theoretically, the model has potential
for explaining the characteristics of business
cycles. It suggests that it may be fruitful to
incorporate jointly the rather Keynesian notions of shocks to the marginal efficiency of
investment and variable capacity utilitzation
into real-business cycle models. While the
results obtained so far are illustrative, little
light on their practical importance has been
shed. Hence, a quantitative analysis of the
model is now turned to with the purpose of
evaluating its empirical relevance.
IV. QuantitativeAnalysisof the Model

U"(t + 1) {(1 + E,+i)FI(t + 1)h,+t + [1-8(t
U"(t +1)+?I(1+

409

e+)2fVll(t+

+ 1)]}

2)dcD

In this section the model is suitably
calibrated, numerically
parameterized,
solved, and evaluated. The exact nature of
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the experimentbeing proposedis this: First,
a parametricrepresentationof the model is
obtained.Second,valuesfor the varioustaste
and technologyparametersare chosen using
informationfromeitherthe literatureor U.S.
data. Third, by varying the parameters
governing the stochastic structure of the
sample economy, the model is calibratedso
that it yields the same standarddeviation
and first-orderautocorrelationcoefficientfor
output as is displayedby U.S. data. Hence,
the idea is to calibratethe model to mimic
the behavior of output only, both in the
terms of the volatility and persistenceof its
fluctuations.Fourth, the model is evaluated
by comparing the generated standard deviations, serial correlations,and cross correlations with output of the other variables
(consumption, investment,hours, and productivity) with the correspondingstatistics
in the U.S. data. It shouldbe mentionedthat
in undertakingthe above experimentthe exact stationaryjoint distributionfor the sample economy's state variables-the capital
stock and the technologyshock-is numerically computedso that the (population)second moments in questioncan be calculated.
A. Sample Economy and Solution Technique

To begin with, let tastes and technology
be specifiedin the followingway:
=

U(C,I)

F(kh, 1) =
and

6(h)=

1l[(c-

l

1

drawing of a value for next period's technology shock, ?', conditional upon a realized
value for the current shock, E, is defined by
prob

E'

0 < J,r<1,

The long-run (or unconditional) distribution
function for the technology shock, associated
with the above conditional distribution specifying the one-step transition probabilities
between states, is given by8
prob[e = ets-1]

(19)

4s*
qTrs
712 + 7T21

for r, s =1,2 and r # s.
Finally, it will be assumed that the capital
stock in each period is constrained to be an
element of the finite time-invariant set K =
{ k1, . . ., k,,}. Thus, the state space K X E
for this economy will be discrete; a similar
discretization procedure has been utilized by
Sargent (1980). A discussion about the assignment of values for the model's parameters-y, 6, /,I a, , the nT's,the c's, and the
n elements of the set K -will be postponed
until later.
The representative agent's dynamic-programming problem for the above setting can
be expressed as
V(ki; r)

k zKi

to have a value lying in the time-invariant
two-pointset
2 v-e1

1

c

8

2

X

period the technology shock, E, is assumed

fueti-,eo

7Trl+ 7Tr2=l1

=-max {i[c-l?)1

>1. Next, suppose that the stochastic structure of the
environment is described by a two-state
Markov process. Specifically,in any given

E=

and

for r, s =1,2.

h-,

where y, 9 > 0, 0 < a <1,

rs

- 1]-

IIE = ec,

ect-

where

(20)

(kh)alla,
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+

2

YE
s=1

s.t.

c

(

k(+kkh

rsV(k';(s)
hw

-e-

+ ki

1--

t

ng

The distribution function governing the

8See fn. 10 for a discussion of how these probabilities
are determined.
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stock, ki, and a value for the technology
shock, (r' a unique value for k'= k'(ki, ,r)

h, I

=

argmax [(kih) al-/

-k

i _h)e-w
(1

E K will be chosen. Thus the probability
kj1k = ki, = r will equal one for
some j E {1,...., n} and will be zero for the
rest, where triviallythen

prob[k'=

~

1+0

Hence, h and 1 can be solved first in terms
of k and E, reducingthe dynamicproblemto
one of choosing only k', the next period's
capital stock.
The above problemcan be solved numerically using standardalgorithmsdiscussedby
Dimitri Bertsekas(1976). These algorithms
are based on the fact that functionalequations such as (20) describecontractionmappings. This implies that iterativeprocedures,
such as the one describedbelow,can be used
to solve numericallyfor the value function,
V(.), over each of the 2n possiblepoints in
the state space, K x E; that is, for a valueof

n

E2prob[k =kjIk=ki,=

rI =1

forall(k,

)e KxE.

Accordingly,the transitionprobabilityPir,js
of moving from the state characterizedby
capital stock ki and shock (r to the one
representedby kj and 4, can be expressedas
Pir, s

prob[k' = kjlk = ki, t-(rI

grs

Vi, j=1,...,n.
V r,s =1,2.

Next the 2n X2n transitionmatrix P with
elements Pir,js is formed. Now suppose one
is arbitrarilygiven some initial probability
value function, V?(-), is made, say V?(ki,
distribution over the permissiblevalues of
(r) = 0 for each i 1,...,n and r = 1,2. This
initialguess for V(*)is usedon the right-hand the capital stock and technologyshock.Such
an initial probabilitydistributionwill be repside of (20) and the optimizedvalue of the
maximand, which representsthe left-hand resentedby the 1 x 2n vectorp?,specifyinga
probabilityp? that the initial capital stock/
side of the equation, is used as a revised
technology shock combinationis (ki, 0 for
guess, or V1(.). Then, V1(.) is enteredinto
the right-hand side of (20) and the whole
each i and r pair. The probabilitydistribuprocedureis repeateduntil the agents'decition, p1, governing next period's capital
k'= k'(k, e)-have consion rules-here
stock/technology shock combinationis simverged.Convergenceof the decisionrules is
ply given by the mappingp1= p?P. Assumgenerallyfaster than for the value function, ing this finite state Markov chain model
the latter whose solution is generallyof no
possesses a uniqueasymptoticjoint distribuintrinsic interest for the problem being
tion for the capital stock and technology
analyzed(see Bertsekas,1976,p. 245).9
shock, it can then be shown that iterations
From the solution to the above-program- on this mappingmust convergeto a unique
ming problem the long-run or asymptotic fixed point, p*, which satisfies p* = p*P.10
joint distributionfunctionof the technology This is truefor all initialdistributionsp?.
shock and the equilibriumcapital stock can
be obtained. To see how this is done, note
that the solution for next period's capital
stock, k', is such that given an initial capital
loSimilarly, one could define H as the 2x2 transiV(kp, {r) for each possible combination of ki
and (r. To begin with, an initial guess for the

9In practice this iterative scheme can be accelerated
using variations on the algorithm which are outlined in
Bertsekas (1976).

tion matrix associated with the technology shock whose
elements are the -rn5's.The unique steady-state distribution function associated with the technology shock, 0*,
therefore solves the equation O*=4O*J. It is easy to
deduce that the solution to this expression is given by
formula (19).
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Once the stationaryjoint probabilitydistribution function for the capital stock and
technology shock is known, it is easy to
calculate various population moments of
interest for the model. Note that all of
the model's endogenous variables can be
uniquely expressedas functions of the current capital stock and the state of technology, so that one may write x = x(k, () for
x = c, k', h, 1, y, etc. Thus, for instance, the

stationarymoments for y, cy, and y'y can
be written as
2

n

r=1

i=1

2

n

E[y]- =

pi*y(ki,r

E[cy]- =

, pi*rc(ki,Oy(ki,

0

r=l1 i=
2

E [y'y]

n

2

n

E E E 5?Pir,
js
s=1j=1 r=1i=1
xP*y'(kj, (s) y(ki ,r

B. CalibrationProcedureand Results

The model to be used for the applied
general-equilibrium
analysisis patentlysimplistic; severerestrictionshave been imposed
on the forms of tastes, technology,and particularly on the stochastic structureof the
economy. It will be interestingto see, therefore, how such a stylized artificialeconomy
will be able to mimic the salient featuresof
U.S. business cycles.
Before proceeding, the time length of a
period in the model has to be defined.Given
that the shocks representtechnicalinnovation in the productionof new capitalgoods,
it seems appropriateto considerannual intervals since the frequencyof such developments is very unlikelyto be higher.Also, the
use of annual data has the advantage of
avoidingseasonalityissues.
Values for the model'stastes and technology parameterswerechosenin the following
manner. Two of the parameterscould be
assignednumbersstraightforwardly.
Following Kydland and Prescott (1982), the discount factor, /B, was specified to be .96.
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Next, capital'sshareof nationalincome had
an average annual value of .29 over the
1950-85 period, so this value was picked
for a.
The value of 1/0 correspondsto what in
the literatureis called the intertemporalelasticity of substitutionin labor supply. Since
the present model is based on a representative household, the empiricalcounterpartof
1/0 should summarizethe variationin labor
supply of all membersof sucha unit, both at
the intensive and extensive margins. An
estimate of this type, however,is not available. For adult males, Thomas Macurdy
(1981) obtained estimatesof about .3. From
James Heckman and Thomas Macurdy
(1980, 1982) the correspondingvalue for
females is about 2.2. The firststudy refersto
the intensive marginonly (and does not include men younger than 25 years, who are
likely to have higher variability in labor
supply). The much higher estimate for
females reflects both marginsand therefore
perhapsis more appropriatefor currentpurposes. Hence, within the .3-2.2 range 1.7
was taken as a reasonablevalue, implying
9 =.6. Some analysisof the sensitivityof the
results to the value of this parameterwas
carriedout.
The empiricalmagnitudeof the coefficient
of relativerisk aversion,y, is somewhatcontroversial.Thereforetwo alternativevalues,
y = 1.0 (actually y = 1.001) and y = 2.0, were

used. The firstis close to the valuesfoundby
Lars Hansen and Kenneth Singleton,1983,
and the second in accordwith the estimates
of Irwin Friend and MarshallBlume(1975).
The literaturedoes not provideany guide
for assigninga magnitudeto X -the elasticity of depreciationwith respect to utilization. The value of 1.42 was chosen for this
parameterbecause,giventhe abovevalue for
/B, it implied a depreciationrate of .1 in a
deterministicsteadystate for the model.This
is the depreciationrateused by Kydlandand
Prescott.
The only "free" parametersare those delimitingthe stochasticstructureof the model.
To make things more manageable,let 11=
722 = q7, and 41 = - 42 = a. It is easy to check
that the asymptotic standarddeviation and
the first-orderautocorrelationcoefficientas-
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The variables to be studied are output,
consumption, investment,hours, productivity, the capital stock, and the utilizationrate.
Actual U.S. data, howeveris only available
for the first five. The series used for these
five variables are GNP, total consumption,
total capital formation(all in 1982 dollars),
average weekly hours times total employment and GNP dividedby total hours. The
weekly hours and employment series are

Probability
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FIGURE 1. MARGINAL PROBABILITYDENSITY
FOR CAPITAL

sociated with the shock, {, are given by a

and X = 2r - -1, respectively.Thus, thereare
two free parametersto choose regardingthe
shock: its standard deviation, a, and firstorder autocorrelationcoefficient,A. As mentioned above, these parametersare to be
determinedso that the model generatesthe
same standarddeviationand first-orderserial
correlationfor output as is observedin the
data.
Finally, an evenly spacedgrid of admissible capital stock values was chosen, which
captures the ergodic set of capital stocks
linked with the stochasticsteady state. The
grid was refined until further subdivisions
did not numerically affect the covariance
structure of the endogenousvariables. For
instance, a grid of 90 evenly spaced capital
stock points spanning the interval [0.470,
0.667] turnedout to be sufficientfor the case
where -y= 2; the expectedvalueof the capital
stock in the stochasticsteadystate was 0.569
with a standarddeviationof 0.032. The resulting unconditionalprobabilitydensityobtained for the capital stock is shown in Figure 1. (Note that prob[k = ki] = prob[k=
ki
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= tl]+prob[k

=

ki,

=

2I).

Survey.The two remainingtheoreticalvariables, the capital stock and the utilization
rate, do not have direct empiricalcounterparts. The existing measure of the capital
stock is constructedusing the PerpetualInventory Method which adds gross investment in constant prices each period and
assumes a constant depreciation for each
capital asset. In the presentmodel, by contrast, the depreciationrate varies with utilization and new investmentgoods are added
to the capital stock multipliedby their stochasticproductivity.Thesedifferencesshould
be important for the cyclical behavior of
capital.A satisfactorycounterpartto the rate
of capital utilization was also not found.
Existing data refer to manufacturingonly,
and they are calculatedby comparingactual
output and constructedfull-capacityoutput
indices -the latter being based on "trendthrough-peak"procedures.Thesefiguresconvey, therefore,similar informationas a detrended manufacturing production series.
For the purposes of assessing the present
model these figuresof utilizationrateswould
not be appropriatesince they would probably just reflect the cyclical behavior of
manufacturingoutput.
Since by constructionthe variablesgenerated by the model are stationaryin levels, it
is necessary to detrendthe data in order to
fit the model. The procedureadopted is to
detrend the logged variables by a linearquadratic time trend. Since the model is
constructed for a representativeagent all
variables used were initially divided by the
adult population.The sampleperiod used is
1948-85.

Panel I of Table 1 portraysthe statistics
calculatedwith actualdata: (1) the standard
deviations, (2) the first-orderserial correla-
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DEVIATIoNs,
WITH OUTPUT:
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AUTOCORRELATIONS, AND CORRELATIONS
DATA AND MODEL

U.S.

I
Annual U.S. data
1948-85

II
Model

III
Model
y= 2

y=1

Variables

(1)a

(2)b

(3)c

(1)a

(2)b

(3)C

(1)a

(2)b

(3)c

Output
Consumption
Investment
Hours
Productivity
Capital Stock
Utilization
Rate

3.5
2.2
10.5
2.1
2.2

0.66
0.72
0.25
0.39
0.77

1.00
0.74
0.68
0.81
0.82

3.5
2.3
14.7
2.2
1.3
5.9

0.66
0.95
0.44
0.66
0.66
0.98

1.00
0.50
0.85
1.00
1.00
0.56

3.5
2.2
11.6
2.2
1.3
5.6

0.66
0.94
0.50
0.66
0.66
0.99

1.00
0.79
0.90
1.00
1.00
0.52

5.9

0.48

0.56

6.0

0.52

0.61

Note. The U.S. original data was divided by the 16 + population, then logged and
detrended by a linear-quadratic time trend. Output is GNP, and consumption and
(gross) investment are the totals from the national income accounts, all in 1982 dollars.
Hours data are from the Current Population Survey (which is a survey of households)
and was calculated by multiplying total employment by average weekly hours.
a(1) = standard deviations, measured in percent.
b(2) = first-order autocorrelations.
C(3) = correlations with output.

tions, and (3) the correlationswith output.
Panels II and III show the same statistics
from the model, assuming that y =1 and
y = 2, respectively.As discussed above, the
statisticsfrom the modelwereobtainedusing
the calculated limitingjoint distributionof
the capital stock and technologyshockalong
with the transition matrix, from which the
limiting and conditionaldistributionsof all
other variablescan be calculated.
The calibrationof the modelis carriedout
by fitting the standarddeviation and serial
correlation of output to the corresponding
values from the data using the shockparameters a and X. The resultingchosen values
for these parametersare the following: for
y=1, a=.0500 and X=.47; for y=2, a=
.0515 and X=.51.
It is interestingto note that the required
exogenous persistence in the investment
shock in this model is much lower than the
comparable persistence of the production
function shocks following from the Solow
type of growth accounting,as reportedby
Gary Hansen (1985) and Edward Prescott
(1986). Fitting their approachto the data
producesexogenousshocks that are close to
a random walk. Taking Hansen's (1985)
estimate for quarterlyautocorrelationof the

production function shocks of .95 yields a
4-quarter correlation of .81, which is still
much higherthan the annualautocorrelation
of 0.47 and 0.51 obtainedhere.
The comparison of the standard deviations of the shocks is less straightforward.
This is so, not only becauseKydland-Prescott
(1982) and Hansen (1985) use quarterlyintervals whereas annual intervals are used
here, but also because of the differentdetrendingprocedures.The standarddeviation
of actual output from trendobtainedhere is
3.5 percent, while it is about 1.8 percent(at
annualizedrates)in Hansen(1985) and Prescott (1986), who use a more flexible notion
of trend that tracks actual output movements closer. However,one can comparethe
ratios of the requiredpercentagestandard
deviationof the exogenousshocksto that of
output in the two models. Here, the ratio is
5.15/3.50 = 1.47 for y = 2. In Hansen (1985)

there are two values for this ratio, namely,
1.3 and 1.7.11 Hence, on this account there
"1The first value corresponds to the case with indivisible labor and the second with divisible. The standard deviation of the shock x, = pxt_I + lt is V 2/(1
- p2)
where a, was equal to .00712 and .00929 for the
two cases and p =.95; Hansen (1985).
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seems to be no advantage to the present
model.
However, there is indeed an advantage
when the meaning of the exogenous shock in
this framework and in the Kydland-Prescott,
1982, Hansen 1985 economies are taken into
account. In the latter models, the shock
affects the productivity of the entire capital
stock and labor inputs. In the present model
the shock refers only to the productivity of
new capital goods. Since productivity changes
related to new capital are perhaps more
plausible than overall productivity changes,
a shock of a given magnitude seems a weaker
requirement in this model than in the models
where the shock applies to all the existing
capital stock and labor.
An inspection of Table 1 will now commence. The most salient feature of the standard deviations of the actual data, shown in
colunm (1) of panel I, is the well-known fact
that investment is much more volatile than
output, and consumption is less. In column
(1) of panels II and III it can be seen that, in
general, the model qualitatively mimics this
behavior and quantitatively exaggerates it.
Column (2) of panel I describes the persistence of the movements in the different
variables, as characterized by their first-order
serial correlations. Consumption and productivity have the highest autocorrelations,
and investment the lowest. The model also
performs fairly well in this respect. In column (2) of panels II and III consumption
has the highest autocorrelation, productivity
the second, and investment the lowest.
The actual correlations with output appear in column (3) of panel I. Productivity
and hours have the highest correlation with
output but the other variables, particularly
consumption, are fairly close. This feature is
reproduced by the model simply because by
construction there is perfect correlation of
hours with output.'2 The procycical behavior of consumption, however, is highly dependent on the value of y. When y = 1, the
correlation of consumption with output is

12This is a consequence of the log-linear structure of
production and depreciation, and the way the only
stochastic shock was introduced.
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only .50. For y = 2, this correlation increases
to .79, closer to the actual value of 0.74.
Also, increasing y from 1 to 2, which corresponds to reducing the amount of intertemporal substitution, lowers the standard
deviation of investment from 14.7 to 11.6
percent, much closer to the actual data value
of 10.5 percent. Overall, if this exercise is
used to choose the risk-aversion parameter y
from the values 1 and 2, the best fit would
correspond to y = 2.
To check the sensitivity of the results to
the labor supply elasticity parameter (chosen
to be 1.7), the figures in panels II and III
were computed again using alternative values. The resulting moments (not shown) are
in general very similar to those shown in
Table 1.13
V. ConcludingRemarks
This paper addressed the macroeconomic
effects of direct shocks to investment in a
framework where the utilization rate of installed capital is endogenous. The shocks
considered take the form of technological
changes that affect the productivity of new
capital goods only.
The results in the paper suggest that a
variable capacity utilization rate may be important for the understanding of business
cycles. It provides a channel through which
investment shocks via their impact on capacity utilization can affect labor productivity
and hence equilibrium employment. Such a
mechanism may allow for a smaller burden
to be placed on intertemporal substitution in
generating observed patterns of aggregate
fluctuations.
Because of the variable capacity utilization the model predicts the Keynesian type
result of less than "full-capacity equilibrium." Unlike in the Keynesian model,
however, the labor market always clears and
partial capacity utilization is socially opti-

13
There was one expected change though. Holding
constant the percentage standard deviation and firstorder autocorrelation coefficient of output, the standard
deviation of hours increases to 2.3 for 1/0 = 2 and
declines to 2.0 for 1/0 = 1.4 (for both values of y).
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mal. Ironically, even if the labor market is in
continuous equilibrium, it is Keynes' notion
of user cost that generates a Keynesian type
of expansionary effect of investment shocks
on employment.
APPENDIX
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Thus, a shock to the marginal efficiency of
newly produced capital which causes current
investment to rise will lead to an expansion
of current labor effort and a fall in current
consumption, provided that consumption
and leisure are normal goods, that is, [U22+
and [Ul(
__ -J2/U1) ? 211
2/11)]
E12( <0.

Consider a version of the model developed
in the text which still incorporates shocks to
the marginal efficiency of investment, but
where the rate of capacity utilization is held
fixed and the utility function U is of the
standard general form (i.e., not restricted to
U(c,, I) = U(ct - G(l,)). It will now be
established that in such a framework consumption covaries negatively with investment and labor supply when shocked by
shifts in the marginal efficiency of newly
produced capital.
In the setting just described the representative agents' dynamic programming
problem is given by
(kt; t)

[U(ct, t)

(cmax

+

/3

V(kt+l;

d4F(ct?iIct)j

?t?+)

subject to
c

F(kt, It)- [kt+I- kt(1- 8)j/(1?

=

E).

The efficiency condition associated with the
agent's consumption/leisure decision is
Ul(ct, It)F2(kt, It) = -U2(Ct, lt).
Now suppose in period t that Et rises. By
using the above efficiency condition in conjunction with the fact that it = F(kt, It)-cttwo restrictions can be seen to constrain the
equilibrium movements of ct, it, and it.
- [ElJ -

(Al)
_

f [22

+ M12 (-L2
x

L2/M) + U21]
/M1)]U2

dc1

dlt

det

det

-=

F22 IF2}

t

(A2)
dE,

[jU11(-V2AU1)

{ [i
di
de,

!Li 2/U1)

+ U21]

+ 2LU12( -C2/ /1)

+ U22]]-2

F22/F2

}

When, as in the text, the utility function is
restricted to have the form U(c,, I) = U(ct G(li)) income effects have no influence on
labor supply. Equation (A2) still holds in
this case, but dl,/dct = 0 since [U1k(- U2/
1) + ?U211= 0. Equation (Al) no longer
constitutes a restriction across movements
in consumption and labor supply, but it is
easy to see from the condition ct + i=
F(kp, lt) that dct/det = - dit/det. Consequently, consumption still moves negatively
with investment in response to prospective
future production function shocks. A general
discussion about the implications of using
time-separable preferences in models of
business cycles is contained in Barro and
King (1984).
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